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T
he efficient multiple-exciton genera-
tion discovered in lead chalco-
genide nanocrystals (NCs)1�3

opens the possibility of generating sev-
eral electron�hole pairs from a single,
high-energy photon. This mechanism po-
tentially increases the optical efficiency
of these nanosystems and makes them
promising candidates for light sources in
the mid-infrared spectral region or for
light absorbers in third-generation solar-
cell devices. Recent progress has been
made in synthesizing colloidal NCs made
of narrow-gap semiconductors such as
PbS, PbSe, and PbTe.4�6 Typically, the
band gaps of these materials can be
tuned between 0.5 and 1.5 eV, which cov-
ers the entire near-infrared spectral re-
gion. On the other hand, the synthesis of
NCs with band gaps smaller than 0.5 eV
is still a challenging task.7

The theoretical ab initio description of
IV�VI materials is also ambitious for dif-
ferent reasons. There is a remarkable
ionic contribution to the chemical bond-
ing. As a consequence, most of the com-
mon IV�VI semiconductors crystallize in
rocksalt (rs) structure with the space
group Fm3m (Oh

5). In addition, PbTe and
SnTe exhibit shallow cation-derived d
states.8 Therefore, one has to treat (be-
side the s,p states) the outermost d elec-
trons of the group IV elements as valence
electrons. On the other hand, for a pre-
cise description of heavy elements like
Pb, the inclusion of relativistic effects
(e.g., spin�orbit coupling, SOC) is
necessary.9,10 One question, which arises,
is whether the replacement of Pb with
the lighter atom Sn may reduce these ef-
fects. Furthermore, to be able to com-
pare theoretical results to experimental
findings for realistic NC sizes, one has to

use huge supercells. This increases the
computational cost of the calculations
considerably.

In the present article, we focus on the
description of rhombo-cuboctahedral
IV�VI semiconductor quantum dots
(QDs) with a pseudohydrogen passiva-
tion shell. Pseudohydrogen atoms with
1/3 (H) or 5/3 (H*) electrons are used.8,11

In the center of these structures can be
either an anion or a cation, which leads
to different surface terminations due to
the shellwise construction. The differ-
ently sized NCs are denoted as QD-da
and QD-dc, were d is the diameter in units
of the bulk lattice constant a0 and a/c de-
scribe the ionic character (anion/cation)
of the central atom.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural Properties. Independent of the

character of the central ion, the struc-
tural optimization of the IV�VI semicon-
ductor quantum dots almost conserves
the six-fold coordinated rs structure of
the bulk phase of these compounds. This
is illustrated in Figure 1, where we show
the optimized structure of 0.64 nm (QD-
1a), 1.28 nm (QD-2a), and 1.92 nm
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ABSTRACT We investigate structural, electronic, and optical properties of colloidal IV�VI semiconductor

quantum dots (QDs) using an ab initio pseudopotential method and a repeated supercell approximation. In

particular, rhombo-cuboctahedral quantum dots consisting of PbSe, PbTe, and SnTe with a pseudohydrogen

passivation shell are investigated for different QD sizes. The obtained dependence of the confinement energy on

the QD size questions the use of three-dimensional spherical potential well models for small QD structures. The

predicted band gaps are almost in agreement with measured values. The calculated Franck�Condon shifts vary

significantly with the QD size. Only for PbSe they may explain the Stokes shift between optical absorption and

emission. For the tellurides, spectral properties such as the oscillator strength are more important.
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(QD-3c) PbTe QDs, or more precisely Pb14Te13H24H30* ,
Pb38Te43H78H48* , and Pb79Te92H150H72* clusters. Even at
the surface facets, the rs structure remains stable.
Therefore, the original Oh point symmetry of the bulk
phase is kept. The occurring surface facets are indi-
cated in Figure 1 by red (100), green (110), and blue
(111) planes. While the (100) and (110) planes con-
tain the same number of anions and cations, the
(111) planes lead to differently anion- or cation-
terminated surfaces. However, due to the occurring
Oh symmetry, the appearance of surface-induced
macroscopic electrostatic fields is suppressed. For a
quantitative analysis of the QD structure, the IV�VI
bond lengths are a good measure. Although the
largest bond length deviations close to the NC sur-
face can reach values up to 6% of the bulk equilib-
rium bond length, the average IV�VI bond length
deviations remain small (Figure 2). Compared to the
bulk bond length, we obtain a small reduction,
which increases with decreasing NC diameter, DNC,
in good agreement with other theoretical results ob-
tained for PbSe QDs.12 This behavior may be mod-
eled via

where we determined the parameter � to 0.08
(PbTe), 0.12 (SnTe), and 0.34 (PbSe) and the expo-
nent � to be 0.72 (PbTe), 0.99 (SnTe), and 0.62 (PbSe).
Since � can be interpreted as a measure for the
strength of the lattice deviations, the largest differ-
ences from the ideal rocksalt structure are obtained
in PbSe NCs. This is a consequence of the stronger
ionic character of PbSe (fi � 0.76) compared to PbTe
(fi � 0.65) and SnTe (fi � 0.63) on the Phillips
scale.13,14 The larger electrostatic forces between
the anions and cations in PbSe lead to larger adjust-
ments of the lattice structure at the NC surfaces

and hence to a larger bond length deviation. Never-
theless, the obtained bond length deviations in PbSe
QDs are smaller than the results of ref 12. This is
traced back to the pseudohydrogen passivation shell
in our study. In general, the reduction of the IV�VI
bond lengths corresponds to a compression of the
nanostructured material, which becomes larger with
increasing influence of the surface tension. The pre-
dicted almost conservation of the ideal rs structure is
in agreement with recent high-resolution cross-
sectional transmission electron microscopy (HRX-
TEM) investigations on PbSe, SnTe, and HgTe QDs.7,15

However, the predicted behavior is in contrast to
the results of the simple ionic model proposed by
Perebeinos et al. for NCs.16 We, thus, agree with
Franceschetti12 that such a simple ionic model is un-
able to describe the structural properties of IV�VI

Figure 1. Optimized bonding geometry of three differently sized IV�VI quantum dots. The green, yellow, and white balls
represent cations, anions, and pseudohydrogen atoms, respectively.

dIV-VI
NC [Å] ) dIV-VI

bulk [Å] - γ
DNC

δ [Å]
(1)

Figure 2. IV�VI bond lengths calculated for different NC di-
ameters and materials. The filled symbols represent average
bond lengths. Squares (black), triangles (green), and circles
(red) represent PbTe, SnTe, and PbSe, respectively. The theo-
retical bulk bond lengths are indicated by arrows. Dashed
lines are fits using eq 1.
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NCs accurately. In fact, surface effects play an impor-
tant role.

Electronic Properties. Since the geometric properties
depend only slightly on the ionic character of the cen-
tral ion, we expect the same for the electronic proper-
ties. This is indeed the case as can be seen in Figure 3.
The plotted density of states (DOS) for 0.62 nm PbTe
QDs with either central anion (QD-1a) or cation (QD-
1c) are quite similar. This holds for both treatments,
with and without SOC effects. The remaining small dif-
ferences around �5 eV can be traced back to the differ-
ent amount of anions and cations and the resulting dif-
ferent surface terminations. Therefore, in the discussion
below, we will concentrate on NCs with a central anion.

Due to the applied surface passivation scheme, we
have saturated all dangling bonds at the QD surface.
The resulting electronic states related to the surface
passivation (H and H*) are well-separated from the
band gap region. Hence, there influence on the elec-
tronic states close to the band edges can be neglected.
In particular, the optical spectra at low frequencies will
not be influenced by the passivation states. Of course,
other passivation schemes with remaining dangling
bonds and/or surface reconstructions will lead to differ-
ent electronic and optical properties. However, the de-
tailed discussion of those effects is beyond the aim of
this study.

As can be seen in Figure 4, all investigated com-
pounds PbTe, PbSe, and SnTe give rise to quite similar
electronic properties of the NCs. The material influences
mainly the size of the band gap, Eg, resulting in the gen-
eral sequence Eg(PbSe) � Eg(PbTe) � Eg(SnTe) for all
QD diameters. This series is consistent with the expec-
tations according to the ionicities fi(PbSe) � fi(PbTe) �

fi(SnTe) (see Table 1). The material with the strongest

ionic character (PbSe) shows the largest band gap be-

cause, in this case, the electrons are more strongly local-

ized at the atomic cores. With increasing quantum dot

size, the differences, however, decrease until for DNC ¡
� the bulk limit is reached. In this case, the chemical

trend due to the ionicity is superimposed by relativistic

effects. Taking into account SOC, in the bulk limit, a

slightly changed band gap series appears (bulk band

gaps in LSDA�SOC can be calculated as 0.21 eV (PbSe),

0.13 eV (PbTe), and 0.35 eV (SnTe)). This fact is caused

by difficulties describing the band characters close to

the fundamental band gap in lead salt bulk materials in-

cluding SOC.17 However, the gaps are small: of the or-

der of a few tenths of electronvolts. In the QD systems

under investigation with much larger gaps, this prob-

lem can be ignored. Due to the strong confinement ef-

fect, the highest occupied nanocrystal orbital (HONO)

and the lowest unoccupied nanocrystal orbital (LUNO)

are energetically well-separated. Hence, the character

of the near gap states is correctly described with and

without SOC.

In Figure 4, we observe a large influence of the SOC

in PbSe and PbTe, while in SnTe QDs, this effect can be

neglected. In PbSe and PbTe 1a-QDs, for example, the

inclusion of SOC leads to a shrinkage of the LDA band
gap of 0.9 and 0.7 eV, respectively. Such a band gap re-
duction by going over from LDA to LSDA�SOC is well-
known for lead salt bulk materials. The topmost valence
band is shifted upward, whereas the lowest conduc-
tion band is moved downward in energy, resulting in a

Figure 4. Density of states of IV�VI NCs without SOC (dashed
black line) and with SOC (red solid line). The HONO eigenvalue is
used as energy zero.Figure 3. Density of states of the smallest PbTe NC with a

central anion (QD-1a, upper panel) or a central cation (QD-
1c, lower panel). The black dashed line corresponds to
Kohn�Sham energies within DFT-LDA and the red solid
line to the inclusion of spin�orbit interaction. The passiva-
tion induced states are indicated by H and H*.

TABLE 1. Calculated Ground-State KS HONO�LUNO Band
Gaps Eg with and without the Inclusion of Spin�Orbit
Effects (in eV)

PbSe PbTe SnTe

DNC (nm) 0.61 1.23 1.84 0.64 1.28 1.92 0.62 1.25 1.87
LSDA�SOC 1.9 1.5 1.2 1.9 1.4 1.1 1.7 1.4 1.2
LDA 2.8 1.8 1.6 2.6 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.4 1.3
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significant reduction of the direct energy gap.10,17 The

reason for the much smaller SOC effect in SnTe QDs is

related to the atomic weight of the cations. (The expec-

tation value and the strength of the orbital induced

magnetic field increases with increasing atomic num-

ber. Therefore, the spin�orbit coupling is particularly

large for heavy elements.) The Sn atoms with atomic

number 50 are much lighter than Pb atoms with atomic

number 82; hence, the SOC in tin salts is much weaker

than in lead salts.

Varying the size of the QDs, we observe the com-

mon confinement effect, that is, an increase of the

band gap with decreasing QD size due to the so-called

confinement energy, which is defined as the difference

between the QD and the corresponding bulk band gap

It can be modeled using different potential well mod-

els. Those depend on the diameter of the nanocrystal

DNC and the shape of the confinement potential. In the

case of a 3D spherical potential well model (�3
Conf), a

1/DNC
2 dependence is obtained,18 while 3D parabolic po-

tential wells (�2
Conf) yield a 1/DNC behavior. Sometimes

combinations of these two models (�4
Conf) are consid-

ered.19 Recent ab initio results, however, propose a DNC
�	

proportionality of the confinement energy (�1
Conf) with 	


 1 for small NCs.20�22 We fit our results using those

functional dependencies

As can be seen in Figure 5 for PbTe QDs (in LDA),

the best agreement is achieved for �1
Conf with the pa-

rameters �, 	 given in Table 2. This agreement suggests

that a theoretical description of QD systems should

use 3D spherical potential well models only as a first ap-

proximation for QDs with diameters large compared to

the bond length. In small QDs with DNC on the order of

the cubic lattice constant a0, the QD�vacuum interface

can no longer be modeled as an abrupt transition, but

more likely by a continuous potential curve. Therefore,

in such cases, the parabolic potential well model yields

a better (in the sense of 	 
 2) description of the con-

finement energy as 3D spherical potentials. For the con-

finement energy model �1
Conf and all three compounds,

the respective parameters � and 	 are collected in

Table 2. Taking into account SOC effects, the depen-

dence of the band gap on the NC size and the abso-

lute 	 values are very similar in all three materials.

As we know from Si QDs, the Kohn�Sham (KS) band

gap values Eg are already a good approximation for the

electron�hole pair excitation energies Epair due to the

almost cancellation of excitonic and quasiparticle ef-

fects, which vary as 1/DNC.23 In addition, in larger IV�VI

NCs, these many-body effects are small because the

bulk electronic dielectric constant �� is large (�� �

23�45). Also, other theoretical studies of PbSe QDs as-

sume excitonic effects to be small due to the strong di-

electric screening.24 The calculated excitation energies

Epair are given in Table 3. Thereby, Epair is computed as

the difference of total energies from two self-consistent

calculations (�SCF method)21

taken at the equilibrium atomic positions {RGS} of the

electronic ground state, while EGS and EXS are the total

energies of the NC in the ground and the excited state

(with one electron�hole pair), respectively. For the in-

vestigated IV�VI semiconductor NCs, we make the

same observation as in the case of Si NCs.23 The KS gaps

give a lower limit for the pair excitation energies includ-

ing both excitonic and electronic relaxation effects.

It is therefore reasonable to compare the KS band

gaps as a first estimate with the true HONO�LUNO

transition energies whose values are derived from opti-

cal absorption experiments. To further justify the DNC

variation 3 proposed for the confinement energy �1
Conf,

∆Conf ) Eg
QD - Eg

bulk (2)

∆1
Conf[eV] ) R/DNC

� [nm] (3)

∆2
Conf[eV] ) R/DNC[nm] (4)

∆3
Conf[eV] ) R/DNC

2 [nm] (5)

∆4
Conf[eV] ) R/DNC

1 [nm] + �/DNC
2 [nm] (6)

Figure 5. KS band gap of differently sized PbTe QDs with
central anion in LDA (filled symbols) and LSDA�SOC (empty
symbols). The solid (LDA) or dashed (LSDA�SOC) lines rep-
resent the fitted size dependence according to �1

Conf. Alter-
native dependencies �2

Conf with � � 1.4 (dashed line), �3
Conf

with � � 0.92 (dash-dotted line), and �4
Conf with � � 2.1 and

� � 0.54 (solid line) in LDA are shown in brown.

TABLE 2. Confinement Energy Parameters � and �
According to �1

Conf of PbSe, PbTe, and SnTe QDs

PbSe PbTe SnTe

� � � � � �

LDA 1.9 0.60 1.5 0.61 1.3 0.36
LSDA�SOC 1.4 0.46 1.4 0.53 1.1 0.44

Epair ) EXS(RGS) - EGS(RGS) (7)
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we compare our predictions with recent experimental
and theoretical band gap values for PbSe QDs in Figure
6. It is obvious that the fit of our data using �1

Conf mod-
els (expression 3) the measured gap values quite well.
Taking into account that the parameters � and 	 are de-
termined with only three different data points, we find
this good agreement remarkable.

The gaps obtained for the ground-state geometry
should be observable in optical absorption measure-
ments because optical transitions are much faster than
the lattice relaxation. However, in luminescence or fluo-
rescence experiments, the lattice has time to rearrange
in the presence of excited electron�hole pairs. The
emission peak of semiconductor NCs should therefore
usually be red-shifted with respect to the HONO�LUNO
absorption peak. This shift is usually extracted from a
comparison of optical absorption and emission spectra
and identified as Stokes shift. Different contributions to
the Stokes shift in NCs have been discussed in the litera-
ture: size distribution effects,30 electron�hole interac-
tions,27 or the Franck�Condon shift �EFC.12 The latter
one was shown to play an important role in small
NCs.12,23,31�34 Within the total energy framework, it can
be calculated by pair excitation energies of different
geometries

where

denotes the electron�hole pair excitation energy
within the excited-state geometry {RXS}. We describe
the excited state by the presence of one electron�hole
pair, which is modeled via an occupation-number con-
straint. Alternatively, using the above observed similar-
ity, the Franck�Condon shift can also be determined by
the difference of the HONO�LUNO band gaps Eg and
Eg* in ground-state and excited-state geometries,
respectively:

Results for both types of Franck�Condon shifts are
listed in Table 3. The values in brackets for the smallest
PbSe and SnTe QDs are influenced by a H�H* bond oc-
curring in the excited-state geometry of these systems;
that means, at the QD surfaces, unpassivated dan-
gling bonds may occur. Therefore, these values have
to be taken with caution. For QDs with diameters
DNC � 2 nm, the Franck�Condon shift seems to be-
come negligible. The two types of shifts are similar,
but with the general tend �EFC

gap � �EFC. Our results
are in good agreement with other theoretical predic-
tions for PbSe QDs.12 The remaining small differ-
ences are attributed to the different passivation
schemes.

Optical Properties. The electronic properties have clear
consequences for the optical properties. For their dem-
onstration, we have plotted the absorbance, or more
precisely, the imaginary part of the dielectric function,
Im[�()], for PbSe, PbTe, and SnTe QDs of different sizes
in Figure 7. As expected from the DOS in Figure 4,
in all three cases, Im[�()] shows a similar line shape
and size variation. As a consequence of the confine-
ment effect, we obtain a red shift and a smoothing of
the optical spectra with increasing QD size. Cer-

TABLE 3. Calculated KS HONO�LUNO Band Gaps Eg (Eg*),
the Corresponding Electron�Hole Pair Excitation Energies
Epair (Epair* ), as well as the Resulting Franck�Condon Shifts
�EFC and �EFC

gapa

PbSe PbTe SnTe

DNC (nm) 0.61 1.23 1.84 0.64 1.28 1.92 0.62 1.25 1.87

Egap (eV) 1.91 1.51 1.16 1.93 1.43 1.11 1.74 1.35 1.16

Egap* (eV) (1.09) 1.33 1.14 1.79 1.33 1.09 (0.07) 1.21 1.16

Epair (eV) 2.23 1.55 1.17 1.93 1.46 1.13 1.80 1.38 1.16

Epair* (eV) (1.47) 1.38 1.17 1.82 1.37 1.11 (0.19) 1.25 1.16

�EFC (meV) (760) 170 �1 110 90 18 (1610) 130 �1

�EFC
gap (meV) (827) 185 15 145 96 13 (1670) 133 �1

aAll listed results are computed with inclusion of SOC and for the ground-state and
excited-state (with star) geometries. The gap values are in eV, while the FC shifts are
given in meV. The values in brackets for PbSe and SnTe QDs are influenced by
H�H* bonds occurring in the excited-state geometry.

Figure 6. HONO�LUNO gap of PbSe nanodots as computed
(green empty squares) or extrapolated with eq 3 (green
dashed line). Corresponding experimental and theoretical
values are taken from Allan et al.,25 Liljeroth et al.,26 Zunger
et al.,27 Harbold et al.,28 and Murray et al.29

∆EFC ) Epair - Epair
/ (8)

Epair
/ ) EXS(RXS) - EGS(RXS) (9)

∆EFC
gap ) Eg - Eg

/ (10)

Figure 7. Imaginary part of the dielectric function (absor-
bance) of PbSe, PbTe, and SnTe QDs of different sizes: QD-1a
(green), QD-2a (red), and QD-3a (black).
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tainly, at the onset of the spectra, one observes con-
siderable differences.

In order to understand the different spectral behav-
ior of light absorption and emission, we compare the
absorbance and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the
larger 3a-QDs for the three compounds in Figure 8. In
the PbTe and SnTe NCs, the HONO�LUNO transition
has a relative small oscillator strength compared to
other transitions close by. Hence, the first peaks or
shoulders in the optical absorbance spectra occur at
higher energies than Eg. They are built out of several op-
tical transitions and not only from the lowest-energy
one. This results in optical Stokes shifts �EStokes

optic observed
from the computed spectra in Figure 8 much larger
than the calculated Franck�Condon shifts �EFC

gap. On
the other hand, in the PbSe QD-3a, the HONO�LUNO
transition has the largest oscillator strength in the on-
set region of the absorbance spectra. This leads to a first
peak close to the band gap value. Hence, the optical
Stokes shift and the Franck�Condon shift are almost
equal �EStokes

optic � �EFC
gap. These findings demonstrate that

the Franck�Condon shift is generally not able to de-
scribe the observed optical Stokes shift. Only in some
systems, such as small colloidal PbSe or Si31�34 QDs,
where the HONO�LUNO oscillator strength is relatively
large, the Franck�Condon shift represents the main
contribution to the optical Stokes shift. In other sys-
tems, such as the investigated colloidal PbTe or SnTe
QDs, where the HONO�LUNO transition contributes
barely to the absorbance spectra, the Stokes shift is
much larger than the Franck�Condon shift.

Experimental results concerning colloidal IV�VI
semiconductor QDs show a relatively wide range for

the optical onset energies as well as for the Stokes
shifts. For example, Lifshitz et al.30 measured the Stokes
shift of PbSe NCs and PbSe/PbSexS1�x core/shell NCs as
a function of size, shell thickness, and shell composition.
They reported Stokes shifts ranging from 100 meV for
4 nm PbSe QDs to �10 meV (anti-Stokes) for 6.1 nm
PbSe QDs. On the other hand, under ambient pressure,
Zhuravlev et al. found a Stokes shift of about 20 meV
for 3 nm PbSe QDs.35 Our result of �EStokes

optic � 15 meV for
1.9 nm PbSe QDs fits quite well to the latter result. For
colloidal PbTe QDs with 2.9 nm diameter, a Stokes shift
of 65 meV was obtained by Murphy et al.36 In fact, our
prediction of 350 meV for 1.9 nm PbTe QDs overesti-
mates this value by a factor of 5. This difference may be
attributed to different surface passivations and QD
shapes. Such differences will, of course, have a strong
influence on the electronic states inside the gap region
and will, hence, influence the obtained values for the
Stokes and Franck�Condon shifts considerably. In the
case of colloidal SnTe QDs, up to now, no Stokes shift
could be determined experimentally because the ab-
sorbance shows no peak structure near the optical on-
set energy (i.e., in the range of 600�1500 nm), which
compares quite well with our prediction (see Figure 8;
see supporting material of ref 7).

SUMMARY
We have investigated the structural, electronic, and

optical properties of IV�VI semiconductor nanocryst-
als using ab initio methods. In particular, pseudohydro-
gen passivated colloidal PbSe, PbTe, and SnTe QDs have
been used as model systems. Besides an almost unper-
turbed rocksalt structure, we found a 1/D	 dependence
of the confinement energy on the QD diameter with 	

� 0.5. Therefore, 3D spherical potential well models,
which are commonly used in the literature, are not suit-
able for a precise description of the confinement en-
ergy of small QD systems. The calculated electron�hole
pair excitation energies are almost equivalent to the
KS band gap values, which confirms the small influence
of excitonic effects in IV�VI materials.

In addition we have ab initio calculated the optical
absorbance and to our knowledge, for the first time,
the PL signal of the considered IV�VI QDs. Different
contributions to the obtained Stokes shift have been
discussed. In particular, we could show that the
Franck�Condon shift is generally not able to describe
the complete optically observed Stokes shift. Rather,
one has to take into account all optical oscillators with
their strength and energetic position to simulate the
absorbance peaks correctly.

METHODS
Theoretical Methods: We apply the density functional theory

(DFT) within local-density approximation (LDA) or local-spin den-
sity approximation (LSDA) as implemented in the Vienna ab ini-

tio simulation package (VASP).37,38 The electronic structure is ob-
tained as eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Kohn�Sham
(KS) equation. To evaluate the influence of nonscalar relativistic
effects, in particular, spin�orbit coupling (SOC), we perform cal-

Figure 8. Absorbance (red) and PL (blue) spectra for PbSe,
PbTe, and SnTe QD-3a. The energies and oscillator strengths
of the optical transitions in the absorbance spectra are
marked by vertical green lines. The resulting optical Stokes
shift and the Franck�Condon shift are indicated.
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culations including noncollinear spins.39 In the case of the heavy
elements forming PbTe, SnTe, and PbSe, those effects play an im-
portant role. Spin�orbit splittings of the p-like valence elec-
trons are in the range of 1 eV. Since the influence of nonscalar
relativistic effects (in particular, spin�orbit coupling) on the
structural data is negligible,40 we do not take those effects into
account for the geometry optimization. The interaction of the va-
lence electrons with the remaining ions is modeled by pseudo-
potentials generated within the projector augmented wave
(PAW) method.41 In IV�VI semiconductors, the outermost occu-
pied d states give rise to shallow semicore bands, which contrib-
ute essentially to the chemical bonding.42 Therefore, we treat
the Sn4d and Pb5d electrons as valence electrons. An energy
cutoff of 15 Ry for the plane-wave basis is sufficient to obtain
converged structural properties. The total-energy expression
contains a Brillouin zone (BZ) integration, which is replaced by
a summation over special points of the Monkhorst�Pack (MP)
type.43 However, the large size of the supercells justifies the re-
striction of the k-point sampling in the BZ to the � point.

Optical Properties: To describe the optical properties of the con-
sidered NC systems, we have calculated the dielectric tensor �ij

within the independent-particle approximation. In this approach,
the �ij can be obtained from the eigenfunctions |nk� and eigen-
values �n(k) of the corresponding Kohn�Sham Hamiltonian, us-
ing the Ehrenreich�Cohen formula44

where ̃ �  � i� is the photon frequency provided with a
small imaginary part � describing finite lifetime effects and �
the supercell volume. The matrix elements �ck|vi|vk� of the veloc-
ity operator vi with filled valence (v) and empty conduction (c)
states are evaluated by calculating the corresponding eigenfunc-
tions. They are correctly described because the PAW method
yields all-electron wave functions for the valence electrons.45 In
the ground state, the Fermi functions fn(k) � f(�n(k)) of the va-
lence and conduction states are given simply by 1 and 0, respec-
tively. Since the considered NCs are almost central symmetric,
the dielectric tensor becomes isotropic �() � �xx() � �yy() �
�zz(). The imaginary part of the remaining dielectric function is
the central quantity describing the optical absorption spectra

The corresponding photoluminescence (PL) spectra can then
be formally obtained from expressions 11 and 12 by a replace-
ment of the occupation number factor as46

where now the Fermi functions fc and fv describe the electron
and hole distributions after excitation and �*() is the optical ab-
sorption coefficient in the excited-state geometry.

Nanocrystal Construction and Optimization. To construct IV�VI
NCs, we start with an atom in the center of the NC. Then the
next atoms are placed shellwise according to the rocksalt struc-
ture of these materials. Finally, we cut off the outermost corners
and edges to obtain a rhombo-cuboctahedron shape. This
method yields NCs with a remaining Oh symmetry and nonsto-
ichiometric anion�cation ratios. Since we are not interested in
surface-related effects, we passivate all dangling bond with
pseudohydrogen atoms H and H*. The valences (1/3 and 5/3)
for an optimal passivation are obtained following an idea of
Huang et al.47 The atomic positions are optimized until the
Hellmann�Feynman forces are smaller than 20 meV/Å.
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